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Abstract 
Synchronization expressions are high level constructs used for specifying minimal synchro- 
nization constraints of parallel processes. Their semantics is defined by the corresponding syn- 
chronization language. The original definition of synchronization expressions [12, 131 forces the 
languages to be closed under rewriting rules that, for instance, do not preserve regularity. Here 
we propose an extension of the syntactic definition of synchronization expressions, and an appro- 
priate modification of their semantics. The extended definition has the advantage that it allows 
us to eliminate the less well motivated transformations (rewriting rules) describing properties of 
synchronization languages. We show that the modified rewriting rules preserve regularity of the 
languages. Also, we obtain a characterization of finite synchronization languages as the family 
consisting of languages satisfying the start-termination property and closed under three types of 
simple rewriting rules. @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Keywords: Synchronization languages; Rewriting systems; Regular expressions; 
Semi-commutation 
1. Introduction 
Synchronization expressions were introduced in the ParC project [1 l] to be used 
as high level constructs to specify which processes can/cannot be executed in parallel. 
Synchronization requests are specified as expressions of statement ags. The use of such 
specifications relieves programmers from the burden of imposing synchronization con- 
straints with non-intuitive low-level constructs. The synchronization languages [ 12, 131 
define the semantics of synchronization expressions. Synchronization languages are a 
subfamily of regular languages that satisfy the start-termination property (St-property, 
for short), that is, the symbol denoting the start of a process b necessarily precedes the 
symbol denoting the termination of b which in turn precedes the symbol denoting the 
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start of the next occurrence of b. However, clearly the st-property is not a sufficient 
condition for a regular language to be a synchronization language. 
Many other theoretical models have been developed to formalize and analyze the 
concurrent behavior of distributed systems. Examples of such models are the theory of 
traces and its extensions, Petri nets and process algebra [I, 4,5,7-10, 14, 18-211. One 
should note that synchronization languages can explicitly specify that given processes 
b and c are parallel whereas trace languages, strictly speaking, can only specify that 
the processes b and c can be executed in either order. Furthermore, synchronization 
languages can specify that certain occurrences of the given processes are parallel and 
other occurrences have to be executed in specified sequential order. 
The synchronization languages over an alphabet Z were shown to be closed under 
a set of rewriting rules R(C) [12, 131. It was conjectured that also the converse holds, 
namely that every regular St-language closed under R(C) is a synchronization language. 
For two-letter alphabets the conjecture was proved in [6]. Furthermore, the same paper 
[6] presented a counter-example to the conjecture for general alphabets. It was observed 
in [13] that a drawback of the original formalism is that the rewriting system R(C) 
needed for describing the closure properties of the synchronization language family 
does not even preserve the regularity of St-languages in general. 
Here we extend the definition of synchronization expressions by allowing the operands 
of the join operation (shuffle) to have shared symbols. The semantic definition of the 
operation is then restricted to allow only shuffles of the operand words that satisfy the 
St-condition. Otherwise, the shuffle would not, in general, have any realistic interpreta- 
tion. The new definition has the advantage that it allows us to eliminate from the system 
R(C) rules of the form alusb,b, --+ btbsaras and their generalizations. The eliminated 
rules were, intuitively, the least well motivated rules of the system describing closure 
properties of the synchronization languages. 
Using general properties of semi-commutations [5] we show that the restricted rewrit- 
ing system RI preserves regularity of arbitrary St-languages. The system R(C) did 
not have this property. We show that a finite language L is a synchronization lan- 
guage if and only if L satisfies the St-property and L is closed under the rules of 
Rz. It is established that the new formalism has the projection property suggested 
in [6] as a necessary condition for obtaining a complete characterization of the syn- 
chronization languages. We conjecture that similar methods can be used to extend 
the characterization result for the family of well-formed St-languages considered 
in [12,13]. 
2. Preliminaries 
For more information on regular expressions and languages we refer the reader to 
[ 15,221. A comprehensive presentation of string rewriting systems can be found in 
[2,3]. Here we briefly recall some definitions and results that will be needed in the 
following. 
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The cardinality of a finite set A is denoted #A and <J(A) is the power set of A. The 
set of positive integers is M. Let Z denote a finite alphabet. The set of finite words 
over .Z is C* and 1, denotes the empty word. Also, z‘+ = C* - (3,). A C-language is 
a subset of C*. The length of w E C* is denoted /WI and a singleton language {w) is 
usually denoted simply by u’. The set of symbols of C occurring in u’ f C* is alph(w) 
and the number of occurrences of a E C in a word w E C’ is denoted #,(w). If A is 
a subset of C we denote by UA : C* + A* the homomorphism (projection) defined 
by setting Zi’~(b) = h if b E A and Z7~(b) = 2 if h E C - A. 
The catenation of (C-)languages L, and L2 is defined L1 - L2 = {w E C” 1 (3z:i E 
Lj, i = I, 2) w = UI us} and the catenation of n copies of L C Z* is L” fn > 0). Note that 
Lo = { %}. The Kleene star of the language L is L* = UrO L’. The family of regular (or 
rational) languages over C, REG(C), is the smallest family of Z-languages containing 
the empty language 0, the elements of Z and closed under (finite) union, catenation 
and the Kleene star operation. The set of rclguZclr e,lcpressions over the alphabet 1, 
reg(C), is defined using the operations +, . and * for, respectively, union, catenation 
and Kleene star. The language denoted by a regular expression J E rep(C) is L(a) and 
then REG(C) = {L(a) 1 CI E reg( C)}. When there is no danger of confusion we often 
denote also the language L(a) simply by #x. 
The shu$+le of words U, u E C” is the language O(U, V) i C* consisting of all words 
that can be written in the form ui ur . . . u~u,, n>O, where u = ~1 - . . un, v = UI S * + P,, 
Ui, ci E C’, i == 1,. . . , n. Note that without loss of generality we can assume that ui # ), 
when i # 1 and t’, # i when i # n. The shuffle operation is extended for languages in 
the natural way: 
A string-rewriting system (or Thue system) over C is a finite set R of rules u + U, 
U, v E C*. The rule u - u is the reversal of a rule u - u, U, u E I*. The rules of R 
define the (single step) reduction relation +R C Z* x C* as follows. For WI, w2 E Z*, 
WI -R w2 if and only if there exists a rule ui - 24 E R and Y,S E C* such that 
wi = YU,S, i = I, 2. The reduction refafion of R is the reflexive and transitive closure 
of -R and it is denoted --ii. 
Let R be a rewriting system. For a language L C z‘* we denote AR(L) = {w E C’ 1 
(3~’ E L) w’ -+R w}, and the R-closure of L is 
d;(L) = {w E z* / (3w’ E L) Iv’ -+; w}. 
The language L is closed under R if AR(L) CL which is equivalent to saying that 
L = d;(L). 
A semi-conzmutation relafion on C (see, [5]) is an irreflexive subset 8 c C x C, 
that is, H is a subset of Z x C - {(a, a) 1 a E C}. The semi-commutation system Re 
associated with 8 is the set {ab --) ba / (a,b) E 0). Let 0 be a semi-commutation 
on C and A a subset of C. The non-commutation graph of 0 on A, G(8,_4), is the 
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directed graph where the nodes are labeled by elements of A and there exists an edge 
from a to b if and only if (a, b) $ 8 (a, b E A, a # b). A word w E C* is said to be 
strongly connected with respect to % if the non-commutation graph of 8 on alph(w) is 
strongly connected, that is, for any pair of distinct nodes nl and n2 of G(%, alph(w)) 
the graph has a directed path from q to n2. 
We will use the following two results that are proved in section 12.6.3 of [5]. 
Proposition 2.1 (Clerbout, Latteux and Roos [5]). Let 8 be a semi-commutation on 
C. Assume that Ll,L2 E REG(Z) are closed under Rg. Then A&(Ll ’ Lz) is regular. 
Proposition 2.2 (Clerbout, Latteux and Roos [5]). Let % be a semi-commutation on 
C. We assume that L E REG(C) is closed under RO and every word of L is strongly 
connected with respect to 8. Then A&(L*) is regular. 
3. Synchronization expressions and languages 
We define synchronization expressions following [ 12, 131. However, we extend the 
definition by allowing arguments of the join operation to have shared symbols (corre- 
sponding to different occurrences of the same process). The semantics of the operation 
is then restricted in a suitable way in order to guarantee that the expression has a 
natural interpretation. 
Definition 3.1. The set of synchronization expressions over C, SE(C), is the smallest 
subset of (C u (4, --$, &, I, /I, *, (, )})* satisfying the following conditions. 
(i) C U (4) C SE(z). 
(ii) If CI~,CQ E SE(C) then (~1 o ~2) E SE(C) for o E {-,&, /, II}. 
(iii) If c( E SE(C) then CI* E SE(Z). 
The operators +, 11, 1, & and * are called, respectively, the sequencing, join, sefec- 
tion, intersection, and repetition operators. The intuitive meaning will be clear from 
the semantic interpretation given below. For easier readability we usually omit the out- 
ermost parentheses of an expression. All the four binary operations will be associative, 
so when we are interested in the language denoted by the expression (as opposed to 
the expression itself) also other parentheses may be omitted. 
For each symbol (or, process) a E C we associate symbols a, and a, to denote, 
respectively, the start and termination of the process. Also, we denote 
& = (4 I a E C>, Ct = {at ) a E Z}. 
For a E Z we define a morphism fa : (C, U C,)* ---+ {aS,at}* by setting fa(a,) = a,, 
fa(at) = at and f&x) = 1 if x 6 { a,,al}. A word w E (C, U C,)’ is said to satisfy the 
start-termination condition (s&condition) if 
(vu E 9 fa(w) E (asat)*. 
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A word satisfying the above condition is said to be an St-word. A language L satisfies 
the St-condition if every word of L is an St-word, and then L is called an st-language. 
The set of all St-words over Z:, U Cl is denoted Wit. 
Consecutive occurrences of symbols a, and a, in an St-word w E (C, U Cf)*, a E C, 
are called a corresponding pair. Thus in a word ulasu2alu3, the denoted occurrences 
of a,y and at form a corresponding pair if and only if u2 does not contain any symbols 
a, or a,. 
For our definition of the semantics of synchronization expressions we need a re- 
stricted notion of shuffle where, for given St-words wr, ~2, one allows only interleav- 
ings of WI and w2 that produce an St-word. Similar notions of restricted shuffle are 
considered in [16] to model situations where it is necessary to ensure that some parts of 
distributed processes do not run concurrently. A very general method to define shuthe- 
like operations has recently been introduced in [ 171. The below definition of St-shuffle 
could easily be presented within the formalism of trajectories considered there. 
For LI,L~ !;(I, U Et)* we define the st-shufJle of L1 and L2 by 
O,,(LI,L2) = W(LI,L2) f- w;. 
Note that if wr , w2 are St-words then a,t(wI, ~2) is always non-empty but otherwise the 
St-shuffle of given words can be empty. Furthermore, it is possible that o,,(wr, w2) # B 
even if WI and/or w2 is not an St-word. 
Definition 3.2. For M E SE(C) we define the language denoted by LX, L(r), inductively 
on the structure of tl. 
(i) L(4) = 0 and L(a) = {a,a,}, a E C. 
(ii) L(xl + x2) = L(al) L(r2). 
(iii) L(~I II ~2) = wtV(4M~2)). 
(iv) L(cq 1 CQ) = L(crl) U L(x2). 
(v) L(cxl&@2) = L(Q)nL(C12). 
(vi) L(x*) = L(u)*. 
A language L L(C, U C,)* is a (C)-synchronization language if there exists r E SE(C) 
such that L = L(u). The family of synchronization languages is denoted 
Y(SE) := {L(a) / a E SE(C) for some C}. 
Note that _Y(SE) contains the empty word because L(4*) = {I.}. The modifications 
to the definitions of [ 12, 131 are that in Definition 3.1 the arguments of the join operator 
need not be over disjoint alphabets and then, correspondingly, in Definition 3.2 (iii) 
the join operator is interpreted as the restricted St-shuffle. Allowing arbitrary shuffles of 
words having shared symbols would produce words that do not satisfy the st-condition. 
For instance, a word a,a,a,al does not have any meaningful interpretation: the process 
a cannot start again before the previous occurrence has terminated. 
We can observe that if x E SE(C) is constructed so that the two arguments of any 
join operator do not contain shared symbols, then c( is a synchronization expression as 
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defined in [ 12, 131. In this case, the language denoted by CL according to Definition 3.2 
is equal to the language denoted by SI according to the definition of [12,13]. Thus the 
new definition extends the family of synchronization languages. More importantly, the 
new definition has the advantage that it allows us to eliminate some unnatural closure 
properties of the language family. 
When comparing Definitions 3.1 and 3.2 to the standard definition of regular expres- 
sions, we may ask whether the operator & is necessary, that is, whether the intersection 
operation could be represented using the other operations. Below we present a simple 
synchronization expression denoting a finite language that cannot be denoted by any 
expression not containing the intersection operator. Since it is natural to expect that a 
programmer may wish to use a conjunction of given synchronization conditions, in the 
definitions the explicit inclusion of the intersection operator is well motivated. 
Lemma 3.1. Let 
@I = ((a + b) II cc + 4) & ((a + 4 II (b II cl>. 
Then L(a) cannot be denoted by any synchronization expression that does not use 
the operator &. 
Proof. Essentially the same example is given in [12]. The argument needed for the 
proof is now slightly different because with the new definition the join operators can 
have arbitrary arguments. 
Consider the word w = a,c,a,b,c,d,b,d,. Assuming that L(a) is denoted by an expres- 
sion b without the operator &, it follows that w E L(p’) CL(a) where /I’ is constructed 
using only the operators --+ and /I. (Since L(Lx) is finite, the expression B does not need 
to contain *, that is, the only possible *-subexpression in /3 is $* and these can be 
removed without changing the language denoted by the expression. Thus, /I can be 
represented as a finite union of expressions 8’ as given above.) Since the word w 
is not the catenation of any non-empty St-words, it follows that p’ cannot be of the 
form /Ii’, + /?2, that is, the outermost operator cannot be sequencing. The expression 
b’ contains exactly one occurrence of each of the symbols a, b, c and d. Using this 
observation, by a simple case analysis we conclude that p’ also cannot be of the form 
,‘I, (( /I2 except in the case where /?I or /?2 equals to +*. 0 
The restriction in Definition 3.2(iii) guarantees that we have, analogously with 
[12, 131, the following result. The straightforward proof uses structural induction on 
synchronization expressions. 
Theorem 3.1. Every synchronization language is an St-language. 
Next we consider closure properties of the family of synchronization languages. It is 
clear that if a C-synchronization language L contains a word ua,b,v (a, b E .Z, a # b, 
u, v E (Z, U I,)*) then necessarily the denoted occurrences of a, and b, correspond 
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to different arguments of the join operator in a synchronization expression denoting L. 
This means that also the word ubtasu is in L. Similarly, it is observed that consecutive 
pairs of symbols (a,, b,) and (at, 6,) necessarily commute in any C-synchronization 
language, a, b E C, a # b. On the other hand, it is clear that a subword of the 
form afbs cannot, in general, be replaced by b,a,. This is seen simply by considering 
the expression a + b. By the above observations we see that every synchronization 
language is closed under a naturally defined semi-commutation system. 
Definition 3.3. Let C be an alphabet. The semi-commutation relation tl~ C(& U C,) x 
(C,y U C,) is defined to consist of the following pairs: 
(a,,&), (a,,&), (a(,b,), where a,b E &a # b. 
We denote the semi-commutation system Rn, simply as RI and it consists of the 
following rules, where a, b E C, a # b: 
(i) ash, ---$ bta,, 
(ii) asbs ----) b,as, 
(iii) atb, --) bra,. 
Lemma 3.2. If L is a C-synchronization language then L is closed under RI. 
When considering closure properties of synchronization languages our ultimate goal 
is to establish the converse of Lemma 3.2, namely that if a regular St-language is closed 
under RZ then it is a synchronization language. Such a characterization result would be 
very useful, for instance, for deciding whether the language accepted by a given finite 
automaton is a synchronization language. In many cases, it would be easy to verify 
whether a finite automaton accepts a language satisfying the simple semi-commutation 
properties of Definition 3.3. 
The synchronization languages defined in [ 12,131 were closed, in addition to the 
rules of Rz, under rules of the form 
at&k - &&as, a # b, (1) 
and their generalizations. We denote the extended set of rewriting rules by R(C). It 
was shown in [6] that the rewriting system R(E) did not give a characterization of 
the family of synchronization languages, except in the two-letter alphabet case. By 
proving a “switching property” for synchronization languages, [6] established that the 
R(C)-closure, Z = {a, b, c}, of the language 
b,(a,at )*c&t(a,+t )*ct (2) 
is not a synchronization language. The intuitive reason for the result is that in the 
original formalism of [ 12, 131 there is no way to differentiate between instances of the 
process a that occur, respectively, during b and during c. 
It was briefly suggested in [6] that the difficulty could be fixed by further extending 
the rewriting system R(C). We believe that such an approach would necessarily lead 
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to very cumbersome definitions and the necessary rewriting system would probably be 
infinite. As an alternative solution to the problem we have here extended the syntactic 
definition of synchronization expressions and this allows us to eliminate the more un- 
natural rules (1) from the rewriting system. Using our new definition, one may observe 
that the RI-closure of the language (2) is denoted by the synchronization expression 
(b-a’) (1 (a* -+c). 
A major advantage of the new formalism, as opposed to the synchronization lan- 
guages considered in [12, 131, is that the rewriting rules of RZ preserve the regularity 
of an arbitrary St-language. 
Theorem 3.2. Let L 2 Wit. If L is regular then A&(L) is regular. 
Proof. We use induction on the structure of a regular expression a over c,Ucl denoting 
the language L. Since the subexpressions of c( do not necessarily denote St-languages 
it is expedient to prove a somewhat stronger claim. 
We say that CI E reg(C, U Z,) has the C-pair property if always when p* is a 
subexpression of c1 the following holds: 
(Vu E Z)(VnJ E L(B)) #a,(W) = #a,(W) = 0 
or (%,(w) # 0 and %,(w) # 0). (3) 
Clearly, if CI has the C-pair property then the same is true for all subexpressions of 
a. Note that if L(a) is an St-language then CI necessarily has the Z-pair property. This 
follows from the observation that by taking n 22 iterations of a word violating the 
condition (3) we always obtain a word that cannot be a subword of any St-word. 
Thus it is sufficient to show that the language A&(L(a)) is regular always when 
cc E reg(C, U C,) has the C-pair property. The claim clearly holds for finite languages. 
Assume that for L; = L(Ui), Cli E reg(Z’, U Cl), i = 1,2, the languages A&(Li), i = 
1,2, are regular. We consider the cases where 1 is obtained from ai and ~12 by union, 
catenation or Kleene star. Firstly, A&(Ll UL2) = A&(L,)UA&(L2) is regular. Secondly, 
A&(L, L2) = A&(A&(L,) . A&(Lz)) is regular by Proposition 2.1. 
Assume now that c( = a:. Since c( has the C-pair property it follows that for any 
a E Z’, an arbitrary word w E L(al ) either contains both symbols a, and a, or contains 
neither one of them. Thus, clearly an arbitrary word of L(ccl) (and of A&(L(al))) is 
strongly connected with respect to Oz. Thus Al;;,(L(a)) = A~z((A~,(L(a~)))*) is regular 
by Proposition 2.2. 0 
Example 3.1. Let _Z = {a, b} and consider the St-language 
L = us(bsutusbt)*ar. 
It can be verified that A&(L) is denoted by the synchronization expression 
Y = ((a --t b)* + a) II (a II b)* 
and thus A&(L) is a synchronization language. 
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Let R(C) be the rewriting system describing the closure properties of the synchro- 
nization language family considered in [12, 131, that is, in the two-letter alphabet case, 
Z = {Q,b}, R(C) consists of the rules of Rx and the rule (1) and its reversal. It 
was shown in [13] that the closure under R(C) of the regular St-language L from 
the previous example is not regular. The extended system R(C) does not preserve 
regularity, that is, the analogy of Theorem 3.2 does not hold. In the next section 
we obtain a characterization result for finite synchronization languages in terms of 
closure under the corresponding rewriting system. The fact that already for the very 
simple regular expression 6 = as(bsutusb,)*ur considered in Example 3.1, the syn- 
chronization expression denoting the language d&,(L(6)) seems to bear little struc- 
tural resemblance to S indicates that a general characterization result may be 
more difficult. 
4. Characterization result 
Here we will establish the characterization of finite synchronization languages in 
terms of closure under reductions of the system RZ and the St-condition. It is con- 
jectured in [6] that if closure under a rewriting system R gives a characterization of 
the synchronization languages then R has to satisfy a certain type of projection prop- 
erty. The rewriting system of [12, 131 fails to satisfy the projection property. Below in 
Lemma 4.3 we show that the projection property holds for the system Rz and this fact 
will be used in the proof of the characterization result. 
First we state an obvious property of reductions on St-words that will be used in the 
following. 
Lemma 4.1. Let WI, w2 E Wit. Then 
4,hw2) = &(wd&(w2). 
Next we introduce some definitions. Consider a word 
w =x1 .. ‘Xk where x, ECsUZt, i= l,..., k,k>l. 
In the natural way we can consider any word 1~’ such that w -+i, w’ to be a 
permutation of the symbols XI,. . . , xk, that is, we keep track of different occurrences of 
symbols of C,UC,. Note that if we are given a word w’ = yi . . yk that is a descendant 
of w, then for each symbol yi, 1 did k, we can uniquely determine to which symbol 
of w it corresponds. If yi is the jth symbol a, (a E C, x E {s,t}) in w’ then yi 
corresponds to the jth symbol a, in w. Below we often use this observation without 
further mention. 
We say that symbol occurrences Xi and Xi, 1 < i < j <k, are parallel in w, Par,(xi,xj), 
if w can be rewritten to a word u1XjXiU2 where uiu2 is a permutation of the symbols xh, 
1 d h Gk, h $2 {i, j}. A rule of Rz. that contains only symbols belonging to {c,?, ct, d,,d,} 
is called a (c,d)-rule, c,d t C. 
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Lemma 4.2. Let w = x1 . . .xk E (C, U Et)* and i, j E { 1,. . .,k}, i < j, be such that 
Par,(xi,xj). Assume that xi E {a,,a,} and xj E {b,, b,}, where a, b E C, a # b. Zf a 
reduction 
w -+;, w’ (4) 
does not use any (a, b)-rule, then Par,r(xi,xj), that is, the corresponding occurrences 
of xi and xj are parallel also in w’. 
Proof. We have three possibilities to consider: (i) (xi,xj) = (a,,b,), (ii) (xi,xj) = 
(a,, b,) and (iii) (xi,xj) = (a,, b,). Note that the possibility (xi,xj) = (at, b,) is excluded 
by the assumption that xi and xj are parallel in w and i < j. Since the reduction 
(4) does not use (a, b)-rules and Par,(xi,xj), we can write w’ = uixin2xjus where 
u2 contains the same symbols of {aS,at, b,, 6,) that occur in w between xi and xi. 
Corresponding to the different cases we have: (i) w’ -1;, UiU2xjxiUs, (ii) w’ -& 
uixjxiU2u3, and (iii) W' --+i, ulu2XjXiu3. For instance, in the first case the symbol 
xi = a, can move right as far as it encounters a symbol a, which cannot occur before 
Xj = b,. Thus always Par,,(xi,xj). 0 
The use of an (a, b)-rule may naturally transform parallel occurrences of symbols 
in, respectively, {a,, at} and {b,, 6,) to a non-parallel pair. The above lemma is an 
essential step for proving the projection property for Rz. The extended system R(C) 
containing rules of the form (1) does not satisfy the statement of the lemma. In the 
word w = b s s s tt s ‘2 f t a c c a a b b a b the underlined occurrences of a, and b, can be transposed 
by rule (1). On the other hand, using only (a, c)-rules the word w can be rewritten to 
b a a c c a b b a b where the same occurrences are not parallel. s s_r s t s t2 I t 
Below we denote by Zi’~~,b) the projection L’fa,,a,,b8,~,l : (C,UC,)* - {a,, a,, b,, bf}*, 
a.b E C. 
Lemma 4.3. Let C be an alphabet and RZ be as in Dejinition 3.3. Then for any 
words u, v E (ZS U Cf)*, 
Proof. The implication from left to right clearly holds. Assume that words u and 
v (E (C, U C,)* ) satisfy the right side of the statement. Denote u = xi . . . Xk and 
v = yi.. ‘yk and define the function Y : {l,...,k} - {l,...,k} by the condition 
yr(i) = Xi, i = 1,. . . , k. If u = u we are done. Otherwise there exist 
i < j such that r(j) < r(i), i, j E { 1,. . . ,k}. (5) 
Furthermore, above we can assume that j = i + 1. Namely if j > i + 1 and r(i + 1) < 
r(j) then in (5) we can replace j by i + 1; otherwise we inductively compare i + 1 
and j. Assume that Xi E {a,,at} and Xi+1 E {b,,bt}. Since Li’{,,l(~) -i, n{,,}(o) 
it follows that a # b and (xi,xi+i ) # (at, b,). 
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Thus u -‘RI U’ = X1 ’ ’ ‘Xi-]Xi+lXiXi+Z ’ Xk and, by Lemma 4.2, the use of an (a, 6)- 
rule does not change any pair of parallel occurrences of symbols c,,d, E C,Y U Ct, 
{c,d} # {a,b}, (x,y E {s,t}), to be sequential in u’. Thus we have UI~,~)(U’) -s, 
17~C,d)(v) for all c, d E C. Since v is obtained from u using a finite number of trans- 
positions the claim follows. 0 
For proving the characterization result we make use of the following technical lemma. 
Intuitively, it states that if an St-word has two shuffle decompositions belonging to 
c~,~(?Vr,a~a~) and o,~( W,,b,b,), WI, W, G(C, U Cl)*, where in all pairs of words from, 
respectively, WI and W2 in the suffixes of length n the numbers of occurrences of CI’S 
and b’s differ by exactly one, then the “shuffled symbols” of asar and b,b, have to stay 
in the respective suffixes of length n. 
Lemma 4.4, Let C = {a,b} and Ai,Bi C(Z’, U C,)* be St-languages, i = 1,2. Assume 
that there exist h, k E N such that 
(Vu E B,) #a,,(~) = #ka,(u) = h, #b,(u) = #b,(u) = k + 1, and, (6) 
(vu E ~2) #a,(u) = #a,(u) = h + 1, #b,(u) = #b,(u) = k. (7) 
Let w E w,t(A,B~,a,a,)n~st(A2B2r b,b,) be arbitrary. We claim that the sufix w’ of us 
having length 2(h+k+2) is an St-word such that #O,(w’) = h+ 1 and #h,(w’) = k+ 1. 
Proof. Let ui E Ai and Vi E Bi, i = 1,2, be such that w E O,t(uIV,,a,at)no,t(uzV2,b,b1). 
It is sufficient to show that then necessarily 
w E ulwSt(vl,a,at) or asal is a suffix of ~1. (8) 
Intuitively, the condition (8) means that, in the shuffle of urvl and asat producing w, 
the symbols of asat have to “stay in” the word vr except in the case where ur ends 
with aSat (and the suffix of ur can then be exchanged for the shuffled word a,al). 
For the sake of contradiction, assume that (8) does not hold. This means that in the 
shuffle of ulvl and a,a, producing w, the symbol a, has to bypass to the left of some 
occurrence of bt in ~1, that is, if ur =x1 . . ‘x,,,, VI = yl . . y,,, we can write 
(9) 
(1 <i < m,Odj<n), or, 
W=XI”‘XiasXi+l” .xi+jWi+.j+l . .Xfn.Yl ” . .Yn, (10) 
(1 di < m,Odj < m - i), and b, E {xi+1 ,... x,}. 
First consider the decomposition (9). Since a,a, is not a suffix of ul = x, . . .x, and 
w (as a result of an St-shuffle) is an St-word, without loss of generality we can assume 
that (i) x, = bl, or (ii) x,-lx, = brat and i < m - 1. 
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In the case (i), we denote wi = xrnyi . . yjatyj+l . . . yn, and in the case (ii) let wi 
be the word x,_~x~Y~ . . yiatyj+l . .y,,. From (6) we have #a,(~i) = h and #b,(~i) = 
k + 2. On the other hand, by (7) it follows that any suffix of w E w,~(z.Qv~,~~~~) that 
has k + 2 occurrences of b, necessarily has to include the entire word v2 and hence 
the suffix has to have at least h + 1 occurrences of a,. This is a contradiction. Exactly 
the same argument works for the decomposition (10). 17 
Now we can prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 4.1. A finite language L over an alphabet C, U Ct is a synchronization 
language if and only if L is an St-language and closed under Rz. 
Proof. The “only if’ part follows from Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2. For the con- 
verse part it is sufficient to show that for an arbitrary St-word w E Wit there exists a 
synchronization expression c(, such that 
L(a,) = d&(W). (11) 
We use induction on the length of w. For words w = a,a,, a E C, we can choose 
c(, = a. Assume then that IwI = 2n, n > 1, and that the claim holds for all St-words 
of length at most 2n - 2. Let a, be the rightmost start symbol occurring in w. We can 
write 
w = ulaSu2al, 
where ~1 E (C, U C,)* and 242 E CF. Note that without loss of generality w can be 
assumed to end with a, since the symbols of Xc, commute in both directions with each 
other. 
We say that a corresponding pair of occurrences of c, and cf is a dividing pair in 
w if cS occurs in ui and cr in ~2. Let 
Cl,..., Ck E c, (k30), (12) 
be the sequence that contains c E C - {a} exactly when (c,,~) is a dividing pair in 
w. The order of the sequence (12) can be arbitrary. Furthermore, we denote by ui the 
word obtained from ~1 by deleting every occurrence c, belonging to a dividing pair of 
W. 
We choose 
where, 
a1 = G,u* II a and ~9 = (au; 4 a) II cl (/ . . . II ck. 
Clearly, diZ(w) & L(ai), i = 1,2, and hence in (11) the inclusion from right to left 
holds. 
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For the converse inclusion, consider an arbitrary word v E L(a,). Using Lemma 4.3 
we see that it is sufficient to show that for all b,c E C, b # c: 
n{b,c}k) -;;, n{b,c}(v>. (14) 
(i) Assume that in (14) a $ {b,c}. Since v E L(xl) it follows that 
n{,,}(u) E 17{b,c}(L(C1u,u> 11 a)) = ~{b,c}(&w,)) 
= ~{b,c}(d;,hU2)) = &(n{b,c}(w>>. 
(ii) Consider then (14) where c = a and b E C is arbitrary. First assume that (b,v, b,) 
does not form a dividing pair in w. Then 
n{,b}(v> E n{ab}(L(a2>> = n{,b}(L(au; )>{a&) 
= n{,b}(A;z<d )){ usur> = d;z(n{a,b}(w)). 
Secondly, assume that (b,, b,) occurs as a dividing pair in w. Then we can write 
n{,b}(w) = w’w” = w’b.&z,u,)k~usb,(bsb$2b,+z, . bsul(u.~u,)k2m-lu,~btut, (15) 
where m 2 1, ki > 0, i = 1,. . . , m, and w’ is the maximal proper prefix of II,,,,)(w) 
that is an St-word. (Strictly speaking, the suffix following w’ may begin also with usb,. 
However, the form (15) does not violate generality because a, and b, commute in both 
directions and we can choose kt = 0.) Furthermore, denote 
WI = b.y(usu$1usbt(bsb,)k2b,al.. bsuf(u.yu,)k2m-1 bt, 
w2 = bs(usur)klusbt(bsb,)k2b,a, . .u~bt(bsb,)k2”~‘ut(usut)k2n~-‘usut. 
Note that then flta,J,)(Uru2) = w’wt and n{,,b}(u’,u) = w’wz. By Lemma 4.1, we have 
17{cz,b}(L(‘xl )> = n{a,b}(%(&%w, h%@>> 
= M&W)g&l ),wG), (16) 
Furthermore. 
n{a,b}(L@2)) = ~{a,b}kdL(%; + a),bsh)) 
= ost(d;;_(w’)d~r(w2),b,br). (17) 
(18) 
In the notations of Lemma 4.4 we choose At = 112 = d&(w’), B1 = d&(w,) and 
B2 = d&(wz). Observe that for all z E Br, 
#,,(z) == m - 1 + $$xr_t 
m-1 
and #b,(Z) = m -t C kzi, 
i=l i=l 
and for all z E B2, 
#f,,(z) = m + ck2i_l 
m-l 
and #b,(Z) = m - 1 -+ ckzi. 
i=l j=l 
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(w) --_) kl wt)k2. . . . _ (b,bt)k2m-z_ (a,at)kzm-l+l 
a2 a2m-2 ban-1 
Fig. 1. The words belonging to dgz(w”). 
Thus combining (16)-(18), by Lemma 4.4, it follows that II{,,)(V) has a decomposi- 
tion utv2 where 01 E d&(w’) and 
uz E ~st(~~,w,wh) ~%t(~;z(~2),~,~,). (19) 
By (15), to complete the proof it remains to show that u2 E d&(w”). The words of 
d&(w”) can be characterized as follows. They consist of sequential blocks (a,~,)~l, 
(b&t P, . . ., (b&$+-2, and (asu,)k2m-‘+1 where into each block (~~a~)~“-’ one shuffles 
a string b,bt and into each block (b,b,)k2f one shuffles a string a,~,. The situation 
is illustrated in Fig. 1. In the figure, a symbol ai (respectively, bi) below an arrow 
indicates shuffle-insertion of the string a,~, (respectively, b,b,) into the corresponding 
block. The subindices are used to distinguish between different occurrences of the 
strings. Note that the consecutive inserted occurrences of ai and bi+l, or, of bi and 
ai+t can overlap but any other overlaps are not possible. 
The words belonging to ~~~(d&(wi),u~a~) are as in Fig. 1 except that the last block 
(~,a,)~~~-~~’ is replaced by (~~a~)~~~-’ andan additional string usat is shuffled anywhere 
in the word. Similarly, the words of o,~(~&(wz), b,b,) are obtained by removing bz,,-, 
from the figure and then shuffling b,b, anywhere in the word. However, (19) implies 
that v2 has both of the above decompositions and this turns out to be sufficient to 
guarantee that u2 has a decomposition as in Fig. 1. 
TO see this let zi E d&(wi), i = 1,2, be such that ~2 E o.I,~(z~,u,u~) and ~2 E 
c.&z2, b,b,). If in zi usa, is inserted into (or directly before or after) the last block, 
then clearly v2 E d&(w”). Similarly, we are done if in z2 the string b,b, is inserted 
into the last block. For the sake of contradiction assume then that in z1 the string u,u, 
is inserted into the ith b-block, (bsbf)kZi, 1 di < m, (in the case i = m - 1 not after 
the block), and that in z2 the string b,b, is inserted into the jth u-block, (~,a,)~+~, 
1 <j < m. Assume that j < i, the other case is symmetric. 
The shuffle of z2 and b,b, under consideration ends with (~,a~)~~~-~+‘. This implies 
that in zi the string ~~-2 has to be inserted completely after b2,,_1, see Fig. 1. Thus 
the last b-block in 02 has length k2,,,-2 + 1 and then necessarily in the decomposition 
of z2 the string ~~-2 precedes b2,,,-3. Continuing in this way, we see that, in zi, b2,.+, 
precedes uzr and that, in 22, uzr precedes bzr_l when r > i. When going to the left 
from the 2ith block the strings a,., b, can be inserted freely in zi (according to Fig. 
1) but, in ~2, bp-1 strictly follows uzr when r > j. Together these observations imply 
that u2 has a decomposition as in Fig. 1. 0 
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5. Discussion 
We conjecture that the characterization result of the previous section can be extended 
for the well-formed languages as defined in [ 12,131. We say that a regular expression 
a E reg(C, U C,) is well-formed if always when p* is a subexpression of a, L(b) is 
an St-language. A regular St-language L over the alphabet C, U C, is well-formed if L 
is denoted by a well-formed regular expression. 
The regular expression denoting the language L in Example 3.1 is not weil-formed. 
More generally, there exist regular st-languages that are not well-formed, and, further- 
more, there exist even C-synchronization languages that are not the Rx-closure of any 
well-formed language. By the argument given in Section 5.4 of [6] it follows that the 
expression 
Y = ((0 II b) --t (a II b)*) II (d -+ (c ---) 4”) 
denotes a language that is not the Rx-closure, C = {a, b,c,d}, of any well-formed 
language. The proof provided in [6] uses the extended rewriting system but the same 
argument works for Rz since it is verified that in reductions from words of the language 
L(y) none of the extended rules can be applied. Note also that the semantics of the 
expression remains unchanged since in 7 the arguments of any join operator do not 
have symbols in common. 
It seems to us that an extension of the construction of the proof of Theorem 4.1 could 
be used to show that the Rz-closure of an arbitrary well-formed regular language is a 
synchronization language. This would considerably strengthen the result of Theorem 4.1 
although, by the above observations, it would still not give a complete characterization 
of all synchronization languages. Unfortunately, we do not have a rigorous proof for 
the claim due to the fact that the analogy of Lemma 4.4 does not hold for sets of 
nonuniform length words and also the projection result of Lemma 4.3 is not directly 
applicable. 
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